Introduction
In this work three kinds of relations are introduced and studied. The first one [Def. 1.4] between projections, the second relation [Def. 1.5] applicable to all positive operators and the third relation [Def. 1.6] between projections on extended factor algebra.
We refer the reader to the references [1] , [2] , [4] , [6] and [7] , as standard background references for C  − and von Neumann algebras and for the subject.
Following [2] , [6] we introduce some concepts which will be use in various places in this paper. We denote by B(H) as the algebra of all bounded linear operators acting on a Hilbert space H and let A be a subset of B(H). By A  we denote the set of all elements of B(H) commuting with every element in A, then A  is called the commutant of A. Let () AA    = , A  is called the bicommutant of A. It is clear that A  is Banach algebra containing the identity I. If xA  implies xA   , then A  is C  − algebra acting on H, where * is involution (or *-operator).
Recall that an algebra A is said to be semiprime if for any ideal I of A such that 2 0 I = implies that I = 0.
1.1. Definition: [6] *-subalgebra A of an algebra B(H) is called a von Neumann algebra on H if AA  = .For example B(H) is von Neumann algebra.
Definition:
Let A be a semiprime von Neumann algebra, the extended centeroid of A is denoted by C(A) and defined by
Let A be a semiprime von Neumann algebra with identity, we recall that an element aA  is self-adjoint or hermitian if aa  = , unitary if a a aa I  == when A contains the identity I, a projection if 2 aa = and * aa = , by A + we denoted the positive portion of A, i.e.
We call the extended centeroid of semiprime von Neumann algebra by an extended factor algebra.
Definition: [6]
Let e and f be two projections in extended factor algebra F, e is said to be equivalent to f (written e ~ f ), if there exists a partial isometry v in F such that e v v
Observe that if vv  is a projection, then vv  is automatically also a projection.
If e ~ f e  1 for some projection 1 eF  , then we write ef  .
Definition: [3]
Let F be an extended factor algebra and let s and 
Definition:
(Gequivalence) [5] Let F be an extended factor algebra. If e and f are projections in F we say, e is Gequivalent to f (written e ~ G f ) if for each tG  there is an operator t kF  such that 
The main results:
In this section we give the main results which state that the relations "~", "  " and "~G" are indeed an equivalence as shown in the following theorems. One can easily see that the relation "~" satisfies the conditions of equivalence.
Theorem:
Let F be an extended factor algebra. The relation ""  is an equivalence relation in F + . Proof: (i). Clearly ss  for any s in F + . Hence we get sr  which complete the proof.

In order to prove that "~G" is an equivalence relation on the projections in the extended factor algebra M, we need the following structure. Let A be a simeprime von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert 
The next theorem includes the fact that "~G" is an equivalence relation and shows more, namely that ~G-equivalence is the same as equivalence "~" in B.
Theorem:
Let e and f be projections in extended factor algebra M. Then e ~Gf if and only if ) (e ~) ( f  . Hence ~G is an equivalence relation on the projections in M.
Proof:
Suppose e ~G f . Then for each tG  , there is t kM  such that 
